Tapestry Segmentation
™

Esri’s Tapestry™ Segmentation system divides U.S. residential areas into 65 distinctive segments based on socioeconomic
and demographic characteristics to provide an accurate, detailed description of U.S. neighborhoods. Tapestry Segmentation
can help you to identify your best markets, find the most profitable consumer types, tailor marketing messages to fit your
audience, and define product and service preferences. Here’s a brief description of a Tapestry segment.

15—Silver and Gold
Segment Code—15
LifeMode Summary Group—L5 Senior Styles
Segment Name—Silver and Gold Urbanization Summary Group—U7 Suburban Periphery I

Demographic

Preferences

With a median age of 60.1 years, Silver and Gold residents
are the second oldest of the Tapestry segments. More
than 70 percent are aged 55 years or older. Most residents
have retired from professional occupations. Half of the
households are composed of married couples without
children. This segment is small, less than 1 percent of all
US households; however, annual household growth is 2.35
percent since 2000. Residents of these neighborhoods are
not ethnically diverse; 93 percent of them are white.

Silver and Gold residents have the free time and resources to
pursue their interests. They travel domestically and abroad
including cruise vacations. They are also interested in home
improvement and remodeling projects. Although they own the
tools and are interested in home improvement and remodeling
projects, they are more likely to contract for remodeling and
housecleaning services. Active in their communities, they
join civic clubs, participate in local civic issues, and write to
newspaper or magazine editors. They prefer to shop by phone
from catalogs such as L.L. Bean and Lands’ End.

Socioeconomic
These are wealthy, educated seniors. Their median
household income is $67,806, and their median net worth
is $331,108. Fifty-six percent of the households still earn
wages or salaries, half collect Social Security benefits, 63
percent receive investment income, and 35 percent collect
retirement income. Labor force participation is 44 percent,
well below the US level. The percentage of those who work
from home is higher than the US worker percentage; nearly
one-fourth of employed residents are self-employed, also
higher than the US level.

Residential
Their affluence enables them to relocate to sunnier climates.
More than 60 percent of these households are in the South,
mainly in Florida. One-fourth are located in the West, mainly
in California and Arizona. Neighborhoods are exclusive, with
a median home value of $274,320 and a homeownership
rate of 83 percent. Silver and Gold ranks second of the
Tapestry segments for the percentage of seasonal housing.
Because these seniors have moved to newer single-family
homes, they are not living in the homes where they raised
their children.

Golf is more a way of life than just a leisure pursuit. They
play golf, attend tournaments, and watch The Golf Channel.
They also go to horse races, bird watching, saltwater fishing,
and power boating. They eat out, attend classical music
performances, and relax with a glass of wine. Favorite
restaurants include Outback Steakhouse, Cracker Barrel,
and Applebee’s.
Silver and Gold residents are avid readers of biography and
mystery books and watch numerous news programs and
news channels such as Fox News and CNN. Favorite nonnews
programs include detective dramas.
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